
Part II: 
Chapter 4. Macrotexture measurements

Texture and Anisotroy



Measurement of pole figure



{111} pole figure of 97% cold-rolled Al



Geometry of texture goniometers



Setup of texture goniometers



Generation of X-ray

http://www.doitpoms.ac.uk/tlplib/xray-diffraction/production.php?printable=1



Emission spectrum of X-ray



Wavelengths and filters of X-ray



Effect of filters: 1



Effect of filters: 2



Monochromatic radiation



Depth penetration
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Depth penetration-cont.



Defocusing Error: Geometry Distortion



Geometry Distortion



Peak Broadening



Visualizing of Defocusing Error



Pole figure scanning mode: step scan

Old goniometer New goniometer



Pole figure scanning mode: continuous 
scan



Pole figure scanning mode: Equal area 
scanning



X-Ray detector: Geiger counters

1500V



X-Ray detector: Proportional counters

1000V



X-Ray detector: Scintillation counters

- Geiger counters 
- Scintillation counters 
- Proportional counters 
- Semiconductor counters



X-Ray detector: Semiconductor 
counters

- Geiger counters 
- Scintillation counters 
- Proportional counters 
- Semiconductor counters



Principle of 1D-PSD detector
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Pole figure measurement using 1D detector



Pole figure measurement using area detector



Pole figure coverage with two β scans



Angular and energy-dispersive diffractions 
A: energy-dispersive diffraction

B: angular-dispersive diffraction
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Energy-dispersive diffraction spectrum

Diffraction time: 200s and  
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Intensity Distributions of Error
• Intensity to pole density conversions include: 
– Absorption corrections (necessary for tilts >70 degrees) 
– Defocusing corrections 
– Background corrections 
– Variable diffracting volume (especially for thin films) 
• Corrections in pole figure space: 
– Sample misalignment 
– Parallax errors (detector space) 
– Interpolation in pole figure space 
– Pole figure normalization 
• Goniometer misalignment errors are generally not correctable 
(e.g. peak shifts with tilt, etc.) 
• Individual pole figures and sets of pole figures must be self-
consistent



Background Error-cont.

To prevent other wavelength of the 
continuous spectrum:  
with Kβ filter, whose absorption edge lies 
between Kα and Kβ 
By using single crystal monochromataor 
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Background Error-cont.



Correlation of background intensity

A: background in dependence of  θ

B: background is independent of θ

•Incoherent scatting 
•Fluorescence 
•Interaction of X-ray beam with collimator, beamstop and air 
• Other wavelength of the continuous spectrum 
•Electronic noise
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Absorption Error

Another important aspect of  
absorption is the depth of X-
ray penetration

Penetration volume

Intensity



Absorption Error
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Geometry Distortion



Peak Broadening



Visualizing of Defocusing Error



Defocusing Error



Defocusing Error

    As inclination ( Ψ) of the sample increases, the 
peaks in the diffraction pattern are broadened. Thus 
the measured intensities can be corrected by 
measuring a defocusing scan on a texture free 
sample (preferably of the same composition). If 
such a sample does not exist, defocusing 
corrections can be estimated from the stored data.
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Example of defocusing Error

demo    (from Cu1S40, smoothed a bit: UFK)
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Normalization (Counting Statistics)

Normalization factor:
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Normalization is the operation that ensures that 
“random” is equivalent to an intensity of one.



Inverse pole figure



Neutron diffraction methods

The first texture measurements using neutron diffraction were 
performed in 1953 at Chalk River Nat. Lab.  

This technique was further developed by Tobish and coworkers 
(1968, 1969, 1976). More sophisticated methods like time-of-flight 
(TOF) measurements off additional advantages over x-ray 
diffraction techniques. 

 



Wavelength spectrum of neutron source

Copper x-ray tube

The principle of pole figure analysis 
by neutron diffraction is equivalent 
to x-ray pole figure measurements. 

Copper (111) or graphite (0002) 
monochromator crystals are used. 

0.05nm 0.3nm



Principle of pole figure measurement
The neutron detector is set to Bragg angle 2     for {hkl} plane.  
The pole intensities of this plane are scanned by rotating two       and     
         to cover the entire orientation range. 

Advantages: 
1. negligible absorption 
2. several centimeter penetration depth 
3. no intensity correction 
4. in situ investigations during heating, cooling, and straining   

Drawback: 
Neutron diffraction is that the intensity is much lower than that of x-

ray. 6- 48h for a pole figure by neutron, compared to 30 min for 
x-ray.  
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Time-of-flight (TOF) diffraction measurement
As no energy-sensitive detectors for 
neutrons are available, therefore, 
the flight time of neutrons is used to 
determine their energy or 
wavelength. It is called time-of-
flight (TOF).
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Time-of-flight (TOF) diffraction measurement
The energy spectrum for neutrons is between 10-3 and 10 eV 
(corresponding to         = 0.5 and 0.01nm). 
The velocities are in the range of 103 to 4x104 ms-1.
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A combination of PSDs and TOF would speed up pole figure 
measurements and it has been realized at the Intesne Pulsed Neutron 
Source at Argonne National Laboratory.



Neutron time-of-flight diffractometer HIPPO



Low symmetry materials and multiphase 
materials

Problems: 
1. Problems with peak separation caused by peak-rich diffraction 
spectra in both mutliphase and low-symmetry materials 

2. Volume fraction of the various phases in mutliphase materials 

3. Anisotropic absorption of the reflected x-rays in mutliphase 
materials 

Neutron diffraction and EBSD don’t have such above problems.



Low symmetry materials and multiphase 
materials

Partial coincidence of reflection peaks: the difference between {111} 
and {011} is 0.5°. 



x



Low symmetry materials 

Partial coincidence of reflection peaks: the difference between {111} 
α and {011} β is 0.5°  

Completely overlap of reflection peaks: the same lattice spacing of 
lattice planes {330} and {411}; for α/γ duplex steel the {111} peak 
of fcc and the {011} peak of bcc are overlap 

The Rietveld texture analysis (RTA) is expected to improve 
quantitative texture analysis of low-symmetry compounds and 
multiphase materials.



Mutliphase materials 
Problems: 
1. It is difficult to determine properly pole figure of phases with 
small volume fractions. In general, 5% vol% can be estimated to the 
lower limit for texture analysis by x-ray diffraction. 
2. In deformed materials the various phases are highly aligned along 
deformation direction. Difference in the absorption of x-ray in the 
diffraction phases can cause errors in x-ray texture measurements.



Sample preparation for neutron measurements

The spherical sample method was used for neutron texture analysis, 
because no absorption in this geometry is necessary and large 
penetration depth. 



Sample preparation for x-ray measurements

Texture measurements in transmission geometry require thin sample 
with thickness below 100 µm. 

To obtain wire textures, a bundle of parallel wires is mounted and the 
cross section of a bundle of wires can be conducted for texture 
measurements. 

Texture measurements in reflection geometry require sample 
geometry with rectangular shape with a size of 10-30mm and a 
thickness from 0.5mm to several mm. The sample should be 
carefully ground down to 1000 grit. Finer grinding and polishing are 
not necessary.



Sample preparation for x-ray measurements

The sample surface is necessary to chemical etch or short 
electropolish to remove the deformation layers during sample 
preparation.



Sample preparation for special cases


